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ABSTRACT: Thermal-stimulated polarization and depolarization experiments with and
without blocking electrodes are performed on a particular tyrosine-derived polyarylate:
poly(DTH succinate). The high temperature region comprising the combined effects of
the glass transition relaxation peak and the conduction through the sample is modeled.
Conduction through the sample is described by a simple temperature relaxation model
that, in the presence of blocking electrodes, gives rise to a charge redistribution peak.
The analytical expression for this peak is found and, together with a convenient descrip-
tion for the glass transition relaxation peak the experimental data, is closely repro-
duced. An estimate of the dielectric constant can be obtained with the model proposed.
For the sample used, the value is equal to 2.4. q 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. J Appl Polym
Sci 69: 283–291, 1998

Key words: stimulated thermal currents; glass transition; polarization and depolar-
ization experiments; relaxation in polymers

INTRODUCTION has six carbons in the pendent chain and two
methylene groups between the carboxylic acid end
groups into the polymer backbone as shown inThermal-stimulated polarization (TSP) and ther-
Figure 1. The high temperature currents inducedmal-stimulated depolarization (TSD) experi-
by the depolarization and polarization experi-ments were conducted to characterize the high
ments under different experimental conditionstemperature region of a particular tyrosine-de-
are not well described by existing theories or arerived polyarylate. Tyrosine-derived polyarylates
usually ignored. To be able to study aging effectsare systems where either the pendent chains or
on these samples using stimulated thermal cur-the backbone length can be independently al-
rent experiments, it is first necessary to have atered. The synthesis of tyrosine-derived polyary- reliable model that can be used to describe thelates was recently reported using desaminotyro- high temperature current region. To find such a

syl-tyrosine alkyl esters and aliphatic diacids as model, TSP and TSD experiments were performed
monomers. The tyrosine-derived polyarylate stud- with and without blocking electrodes. The scope
ied in this work was prepared by copolymerizing of this article is limited to the description of the
of the desaminotyrosyl-tyrosine hexyl (DTH) es- high temperature signals above the glass transi-
ter with the succinic natural diacid. The resulting tion relaxation peak. Despite the complicated ki-
polymer, referred to as poly(DTH succinate),1

netic effects exhibited by polymeric materials, the
current rise observed after the glass transition
temperature by TSP and TSD experiments with-Correspondence to: M. Puma.
out blocking electrodes is described by a simpleJournal of Applied Polymer Science, Vol. 69, 283–291 (1998)

q 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. CCC 0021-8995/98/020283-09 temperature exponential rise. The observed peak
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Figure 1 Chemical structure of poly(DTH succinate). The backbone includes the
diacid component, succinate, whereas the pendent chain has the DTH ester.

for TSP experiments in the presence of blocking to 0 (typically ° 10014 A), the sample was heated
with a constant temperature rate b , of approxi-electrodes is explained using the same current de-

pendence and the redistribution of the charges mately 0.07 Ks01 , whereas the current is detected
by a Cary Vibrating Reed Electrometer modelamong the sample capacitor plates and the

blocking electrode capacitors. This charge redis- 401M across a measuring resistor of 1011 Ohm.
When the temperature reached approximatelytribution of the system takes place as the temper-

ature increases or the polarizing field changes, 345 K above the glass transition relaxation peak
and into the rise of the conduction current, theand it continues until a stationary state with zero

current flow is reached. Knowing the values of the first cycle of the experiment was concluded. At
this temperature, the poly(DTH succinate) sam-blocking capacitor, the relative dielectric constant

of the sample can be estimated. To describe the ple was cooled down well below the glass transi-
tion relaxation peak where the second cycle of thehigh temperature region, we use a convenient

phenomenological model for the characterization experiment was conducted. For the second cycle
of the experiment, the sample is heated again andof the glass transition relaxation peak. This model

allows the description of this peak using a mini- the current rise recorded a second time up to the
previous temperature without having applied anymum number of parameters whose values depend

on the thermal and electrical history of the sam- additional polarization voltage to the sample.
Figure 2 shows the currents detected by TSDple. A thorough review of the effects taking place

in the glass transition region of polymeric sub- experiments in the high temperature region. The
solid triangles show the first cycle of the experi-stances was written by McKenna.2

ment evidencing the presence of the glass relax-
ation peak and the conduction part of the current.
The open triangles show the second cycle of theTSD AND TSP EXPERIMENTS WITHOUT

BLOCKING ELECTRODES experiment, where only the conduction rise of the
current is present as the signal from the glass
relaxation peak was fully discharged during theThese experiments were performed with a thin

film sample of poly(DTH succinate), 0.488 mm first cycle. The conduction current rise for the sec-
ond cycle of the experiment follows very closelythick, which is placed inside a parallel plate ca-

pacitor whose electrodes are disks of 18 mm in the behavior of the current recorded for the first
cycle. This behavior is due to the very low currentdiameter. The surfaces of the poly(DTH succi-

nate) sample were aluminized to ensure a con- intensities of the glass relaxation peak for the
stated polarization conditions, in comparison withstant potential on its surfaces. For the first TSD

experiment, a polarizing voltage of 5 V was ap- the greater current involved for the conduction
part of the signal and the polarization tempera-plied to the capacitor plates, while the sample was

at a temperature of about 325 K. With this voltage ture used that was equal to 325 K.
To characterize the high temperature currentapplied, the sample was cooled to low temperature

with a constant rate of approximately 1 Ks01 , attributed to the conduction of the sample, it is
where the relaxation time is very high. The poten- assumed that this current can be described as
tial difference was then removed, and the sample
included into the electrometer loop. At this point,
the current through the electrometer was moni- I (T ) Å 0 dQ

dt
Å Q0

t(T )
, (1)

tored, and when the background current was close
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if the meaning of the parameters involved is not
the same as the one used by the WLF expression

t(T )Å t0 exp{0a(T0Tg) [1/ l (T0Tg ) ] } , (2)

where a represents the zero-order and l the first-
order term, respectively. With these assumptions,
the current can be written as

I (T )Å k exp{a(T0Tg ) [1/ l (T0Tg ) ] } . (3)

The solid line in Figure 2 through the open trian-
gles of the second cycle of the experiment has been
calculated with eq. (3). In Table I are reported
the values of the parameters obtained for the zero
and first order approximation for the expression
(2) of the relaxation time.

It is to be pointed out that the value of k and
Tg are not independent from each other. If we
change Tg into Tg / DTg , then the same result
will be obtained if we replace k with k exp(aDTg )Figure 2 The first cycle of a TSD current experiment
for the zero-order approximation. Therefore, thewithout blocking electrodes using a polarization voltage
value of Tg used is the one obtained from the anal-of 5 V and a polarization temperature of 325 K is shown
ysis of the glass transition temperature, and it isas solid triangles. The second cycle of the experiment,

after the sample was cooled again from 340 K, is shown assumed as the pertinent temperature that must
with open triangles. The open circles represent the sig- be used to describe the thermal changes that the
nal obtained from the difference of the two previous sample is undergoing in this temperature region.
current contributions. The solid line through the open For the first approximation, a similar relation can
triangles is calculated with eq. (3), and the parameters be found among k and Tg ; but, in this last case,
used are reported in Table I. The solid line through the the values of a and l also are slightly affected. The
open circles, representing the glass transition peak, is

difference between both approximations is mainlycalculated by means of eq. (4) and with the parameters
responsible for how well the low temperature tailgiven in Table II. The inset shows the Rs 0 Cs equiva-
of the signal and the elbow of the current rise canlent circuit for the sample where Rs (T ) represents the
be described.temperature-dependent resistor responsible for the

Also, it should be pointed out that the experi-conduction. The heating rate for the TSD experiments
were 0.07 Ks01 .

Table I Parameters for Eq. (3) for the TSD
Data Without Blocking Electrodes

where Q0 É Vp /Cs , with Vp being the polarization
voltage used in the TSD experiment and Cs the 0th Order 1st Order
value of the capacitance of the sample that is as-

k (A) 0.118 0.114sumed approximately constant in the range of in-
a (K01) 0.323 0.346terest and above the glass transition relaxation
l (K01) 0.0 00.008peak. The value Q0 also depends on the effective
Tg (K) 332.4 332.4polarization temperature, as well as the rate at

which the sample is cooled through the transition. The line through the open triangles of Figure 2 was ob-
In eq. (1), the relaxation time can be thought of tained from eq. (3) using a standard nonlinear-fitting algo-

rithm for a value of Tg equal to 332.4 K. The value used foras the one assigned to a Rs 0 Cs equivalent circuit
the glass transition temperature is the one obtained from thesimilar to the one shown in the inset of Figure 2. independent analysis of the glass transition relaxation peak

For the relaxation time of the system, we will use for the experiments using blocking electrodes. The parameters
corresponding to the zero- and first-order approximation arean approximation around TÉ Tg of the well-estab-
shown. Despite a better quality factor, when the first-orderlished WLF3 expression. This approximation has approximation is used, the precision of the data is compatible
with both approaches.been previously used in the KAHR model,4 even
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Table II Parameter of Eq. (4) for the Glass ments is similar to the one found for TSD experi-
Transition Relaxation Peak Data of Figure 2 ments, with the difference that the glass transi-

tion relaxation is not as evident because the con-
0th Order 1st Order duction current component now overwhelms the

contribution of the glass temperature signal as
I0 (A) 0.876 1 10011 0.932 1 10011

can be seen in Figure 3. For these experiments, a
b (K01) 0.131 0.155

polarization field of 5 V is applied from low tem-h 359.1 328.4
perature, and the sample is then heated to aboutl (K01) 0.0 0.0073
335 K with a constant temperature rate of aboutTg (K) 328.6 328.4
0.07 Ks01 . To limit the value of the current at the

This data, shown as open triangles in Figure 2, was obtained end of the TSP experiment, it was terminated at
by subtracting the currents from the first and second cycles a slightly lower temperature than the one usedof the TSD experiment. Also, the parameters from the zero-

for the TSD runs. In Figure 3, the solid trianglesand first-order approximation are shown. The line shown
through the open circles is the one corresponding to the zero- describe the signal observed as we heat the sam-
order approximation. The agreement between data and the ple through the first cycle of the experiment withmodel more than justifies its use as a way to characterize the

the field applied. After we reach a temperature ofglass relaxation peak.

mental current signals are dependent on the ther-
mal and electrical history of the sample. There-
fore, the values of the parameters will depend on
the same history and can be used to characterize
the state of the sample. The open circles in Figure
2 are obtained by subtracting the signal from the
first cycle of the experiment with the one from the
second cycle of the experiment. The signal ob-
tained represents the glass relaxation peak for
the poly(DTH succinate) sample for the given ex-
perimental history and conditions stated pre-
viously.

To characterize the glass transition relaxation
peak, a convenient phenomenological model5 that
simplifies the description of such relaxation peak
is used. Equation (4) constitutes the model repre-
senting the glass relaxation peaks, and the solid
line through the open circles in Figure 2 is the
first-order approximation obtained with the set of
parameters specified in Table II. The parameters
were found using a standard nonlinear fitting al-
gorithm. The glass transition temperature mea-
sured by our experiments and described by means Figure 3 The first cycle of a TSP current experiment
of eq. (4) is found to be 328.5 K for the TSD experi- without blocking electrodes is shown with solid trian-
ments without blocking electrodes. gles. The second cycle of the same experiment is shown

with open triangles. In this experiment, a polarization
voltage of 5 V was established at low temperature and

I (T ) Å I0
eb(T0Tg ) [1/l (T0Tg ) ]

eh(T0Tg ) /T / 1
, (4) kept constant across the sample through both cycles.

The heating rate for both experiments was 0.07 Ks01 .
The line through the open triangles is calculated withAlso, a set of TSP experiments is performed on the
eq. (3), with the parameters reported in Table III. Thesame samples without blocking electrodes. The inset shows the extra current contribution present dur-

experimental procedure is almost the same, ex- ing the first cycle of the experiment. The open circles
cept that the polarizing field is applied when the are obtained subtracting both current signals. The in-
sample is at very low temperature and the relax- tensity of this resulting signal can be read in the scale
ation time of the system is very long. The current to the right of the inset and using the same current

unit shown.obtained for the second cycle of the TSP experi-
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Table III Parameters of Eq. (3) for the TSP ture range of interest above Tg . Even if Cs is
Data Without Blocking Electrodes slowly varying with temperature, it does not vary

as strongly as would Rs .
1st Order

k (A) 150.3 1 10011

TSD AND TSP EXPERIMENTS WITH
a (K01) 0.40

BLOCKING ELECTRODESl (K01) 00.027
Tg (K01) 332.4

The same experiments were performed adding to
The line through the open triangles of Figure 3 was obtained both sides of the sample a pair of blocking elec-

using a standard nonlinear-fitting algorithm for a value of trodes. They were formed with a pair of sapphire
Tg equal to 332.4 K. The value used for the glass transition

disks of 19 mm in diameter and 0.216 mm thick.temperature is the one obtained from the independent analy-
sis of the glass transition relaxation peak for the experiments To model our sample, we used the equivalent cir-
using blocking electrodes. Only the parameters corresponding cuit shown in the inset of Figure 4, where the two
to the zero-order approximation are shown.

extra blocking electrodes are added as two ideal
capacitors.

Let us now focus our attention on the TSP ex-about 330 K, the sample is cooled again below the
relaxation peaks without removing the applied periment, where a voltage of 100 V is established

while the sample is at low temperature. At thesefield, and then is heated a second time with the
same heating rate. The open triangles represent low temperatures, all capacitors can be considered

as ideal capacitors without losses. With the pres-the signal as observed in the second cycle of the
experiment. The glass relaxation peak just ap- ence of the polarizing field, they will acquire a

charge Q0 across their plates. As the temperaturepears as some extra current contribution during
the first heating cycle. The inset in Figure 3 shows increases with a constant rate b , the temperature-

dependent resistor of the sample starts diminish-in more detail the region where the extra current
exists, and the open circles represent the signal
obtained by subtracting these two signals. The
current rise for the second cycle of the experiment
again can be described with the first-order ap-
proximation of the WLF relaxation time for eq.
(3). The parameters obtained for the TSP current
rise are consistent with the one reported in Table
I for the TSD experiments. The differences are
the intensity, that grew by a factor of almost 103,
and the fact that the thermal history of the sample
has been changed by the previous cycle of the ex-
periment. Also, the same parameters of Table II
used to describe the glass transition relaxation
peak in the TSD experiment very closely repro-
duce the curve representing the same peak in the
TSP experiments, considering the difference al-
ready stated plus the fact that the signal has more
intrinsic noise due to the extraction process of the
data. In Table III, the parameters obtained for the
description of the TSP current rise are reported.

These results can be modeled with a simple
equivalent circuit for the sample that is shown in

Figure 4 The charge Q (T ) as a function of the tem-the inset of Figure 2. The variation of the relax-
perature is shown with a continuos line. The relaxationation time with temperature in this temperature time used for the calculations is the zero-order approxi-

region can mainly be assigned to the variation of mation of eq. (1). The current I (T ) calculated with eq.
the sample resistance to the conduction current. (6) is shown with a dashed line. The inset represents
Such assumption is justified with the identifica- the sample equivalent circuit, where two additional
tion t(T ) Å Rs (T )Cs and assuming that the ca- ideal capacitors, Cp , are added to describe the blocking

electrodes.pacitance Cs is almost constant in the tempera-
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ing. As the value of the relaxation time becomes
smaller, the charge on the sample capacitor starts
to diminish according to

Q (T ) Å Q0e0T /bt(T ) , (5)

where we have used the fact that time t is related
linearly to the temperature through T Å bt and
t(T ) Å (C / Cs )Rs (T ) , with C being the equiva-
lent capacitance of the blocking electrodes. Equa-
tion (5) is a well-known expression that shows
how, at high enough temperature, the charge orig-
inally accumulated in the sample capacitor is
short-circuited. In this process a redistribution of
charges on the blocking electrodes takes place in
order to keep the voltage constant and equal to
the one applied externally. The current due to this
charge redistribution is obtained by taking the
derivative of eq. (5) with time or temperature. To
calculate such derivative, the zero-order approxi-

Figure 5 The result of a TSP current experiment us-mation for the relaxation time of eq. (1) is used.
ing blocking electrodes is shown. A polarization voltageThe current can then be expressed as
of 100 V, established at low temperature, is used. The
experimental points are presented as open triangles.
The solid line through those points is the result of the

I (T ) Å Q0 f (T )Sa / 1
TDe0 f (T ) , (6) overlapping signals from the glass relaxation peak and

the signal originated by the presence of the blocking
electrodes. The heating rate for this experiment is 0.07
Ks01 . Table IV reports the values found for eq. (4) that

with describe the glass relaxation peak and the charge redis-
tribution peak of eq. (6). The dotted line represents the
glass transition peak component and the dashed line
the contribution of the charge redistribution peak. Thef (T ) Å T

bt0
ea(T0Tg ) .

parameters were found by a nonlinear-fitting algorithm
exploring the neighborhood of the possible values to
find the true minimum.

Figure 4 shows the variation of the charge on
the capacitor plates representing the sample and
the current obtained with eq. (6) for a set of test- Figure 5 shows with open triangles the actual

peak obtained by the TSP experiment describeding parameters. The current just obtained contri-
butes to the relaxation spectrum as an extra peak on an ‘‘as given’’ sample (i.e., one without any

previous thermal or electrical history). The regionwhose presence is due to the existence of blocking
electrodes. The observed peak in Figure 4 is due to where the experimental signal appears contains

the contributions from the glass relaxation peakthe dissipation of the charge across the capacitor
plates of the sample that induces the charge on and the conduction current peak just described,

because both relaxations span the same tempera-the blocking electrodes, because the current is not
allowed to flow into the external circuit. This ture range for the particular thermal history of

this sample. Therefore, to describe such peak, wecharge redistribution on the blocking electrodes
takes well in account the main features of the use a superposition of the glass relaxation peak,

as expressed through the model of eq. (4), plusexperimental data for the poly(DTH succinate)
samples studied. For TSD and TSP experiments the conduction peak, described by eq. (6) just ob-

tained. Figure 5 shows with open triangles theusing blocking electrodes and a fixed polarization
voltage, the total charge on the system is known experimental data and with a solid line the overall

behavior obtained by a standard nonlinear fittingif enough time is allowed to elapse for the current
transients to vanish. algorithm with the above expressions. The decom-
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Table IV Parameters Obtained from the and electrical history of the sample has been mod-
Combination of Eq. (4) and Eq. (6) Describing ified in comparison to the previous experiment
the Glass Relaxation Peak and the Charge that was performed on an annealed system at
Redistribution Peak of Figure 5 about 300 K for about 3 months. To perform a

TSD experiment, the sample must be heated up
Glass Transition Charge Redistribution to the polarization temperature used, that in this

case is above the annealing temperature reportedI0 (a.u.) 1.191 Q0 (a.u.) 2.951
previously. Therefore, it is not expected that theb (K01) 0.275 a (K01) 0.974
signal be the same as the corresponding TSP sig-h 489 t0 (s) 701
nal recorded from a sample that was not pre-l (K01) 0 Tg (K) 332.8

Tg (K) 332.8 b (Ks01) 0.0727 viously cycled above the annealing temperature
and kept at this temperature for the length of time
specified. A study of these signals as a functionQg (C) 6.32 1 10010

Qc (C) 4.06 1 10010 of the sample thermal history showing the aging
QT (C) 10.38 1 10010 effect exhibited by poly(DTH succinate) in this

temperature region is out of the scope of this arti-
The glass transition temperature Tg is considered a unique cle and will be presented separately.parameter. Furthermore, the values of the heating rate b and

Figure 6 shows with open triangles the TSDthe total charge under each of the relaxation peaks are re-
ported together with the parameters. Data described corre- signal observed. The contribution of the glass
spond to the TSP experiment of Figure 5 shown as open trian-
gles. To obtain a convergence, a standard nonlinear-fitting
algorithm was used.

position of the experimental peak among these
two relaxations is represented with a dotted line
for the glass transition relaxation peak and with
a dashed line for the charge redistribution peak
caused by the conduction current and the pres-
ence of blocking electrodes. Table IV shows the
parameter used for the two components of the ob-
served relaxation, as well as the charge that each
peak contributes to the total signal. The glass
transition temperature is the same for both con-
tributions as it is constrained to be equal.

For a TSD experiment, the same eq. (6) de-
scribes the general behavior for the current. From
the experimental point of view, there are im-
portant differences. Usually, when a normal TSD
experiment is performed, the sample is polarized
at high temperature. At these temperatures, only
the blocking electrodes are charged, because the
sample capacitance is usually short-circuited by
the low value of its parallel resistor. Subse-
quently, the temperature of the sample is lowered

Figure 6 The result of a TSD experiment usingand the polarizing field is removed. Then, the
blocking electrodes is shown as open triangles. The po-sample is short-circuited for some time by an ac-
larization voltage used is 100 V and the polarizationtual short or through the measuring electrometer.
temperature was 340 K. The heating rate while re-At this low temperature and after the sample is
cording the current is 0.07 Ks01 . The solid line throughshort-circuited, there is a charge redistribution the triangles is obtained with the contribution of the

among the capacitors, because now the sample glass relaxation peak and the charge redistribution
can be considered as an ideal capacitor with zero peak. The dotted line represents the glass transition
loss. Once this redistribution of charges has taken peak component and the dashed line the contribution
place, the temperature of the sample is increased of the charge redistribution peak. The parameters used

for eqs. (4) and (6) are reported in Table V.at a constant rate. In this process, the thermal
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Table V Parameters Obtained from the high enough temperature and for a sufficient
Combination of Eq. (4) and Eq. (6) Describing length of time that the charge across the sample
the Glass Relaxation Peak and the Charge capacitor is discharged completely through its
Redistribution Peak of Figure 6 temperature-dependent resistor. At these temper-

atures, the value of this resistance is low and the
Glass Transition Charge Redistribution associated relaxation time short, compared with

the polarization time and other characteristicI0 (a.u.) 0.461 Q0 (a.u.) 0.838
times involved in the experiment. Therefore, if web (K01) 0.0674 a (K01) 0.254
assume C as the equivalent capacitance of theh 397 t0 (s) 337
blocking electrodes, the charge on this capacitorl (K01) 0 Tg (K) 332.3

Tg (K) 332.3 b (Ks01) 0.0736 is equal to Q0 Å CVp , where Vp is the polarization
voltage used in the TSD experiment. After the
temperature is lowered, the polarizing field is re-Qg (C) 8.82 1 10010

Qc (C) 1.14 1 10010 moved, and the sample is short-circuited through
QT (C) 9.96 1 10010 an external resistance or the measuring instru-

ment. At this point, the original charge present
The glass transition temperature Tg is considered a unique on the blocking electrodes is redistributed amongparameter. Furthermore, the values of the heating rate b and

the blocking electrodes and the sample capacitor,the total charge under each of the relaxation peaks are re-
ported together with the parameters. To obtain a convergence, because now the resistance has a very high value
a standard nonlinear-fitting algorithm was used. and the capacitor can be considered an ideal one.

When the equilibrium configuration is reached at
transition relaxation peak and the conduction cur- this low temperature, the charges are redistrib-
rent redistribution peak is now evident from the uted according to
observation of the current signal. As already
pointed out, the sample cannot be considered
without previous thermal history and also, as the Q *

C
Å 0 Qs

Cs
with Q * / Qs Å Q0 , (7)

internal field is produced on the sample by the
redistribution of charges at low temperature, the
relative intensities of the signal are different from where Q * is the charge on the blocking electrodes
the TSP experiments; however, the total charge and Qs the charge on the sample capacitor. It is
under the composite signal must be conserved if straightforward to write the value of the sample
the same polarizing voltage is used for the TSD capacitance in terms of the charge present on it
and TSP experiments. In Figure 6, the open trian- as
gles represent the experimental data, with a solid
line the description of the data obtained by the
combination of the two relaxations described, Cs Å C

ÉQsÉ

Q0 0 Qs
. (8)

with dotted lines as the component of the glass
transition relaxation peak and with a dashed line
as the contribution of the charge redistribution It is necessary to calculate the equivalent capaci-
peak caused by the conduction current and the tance of the blocking electrodes that in our case
presence of blocking electrodes. Table V reports is 54.3 pF, and the initial charge Q0 that for a
the values of the parameters found that describe polarization voltage of 100 V is equal to 5.43
both relaxations obtained in the same manner as 1 1009C. As the measured total charge under the
previously described. We would like to point out TSD composite relaxation curve is equal to 9.96
that the temperatures obtained for the glass tran- 10010C, a value of approximately 12.2 pF is ob-
sition temperature in the experiments using tained for the capacitance of the sample. From the
blocking electrodes are consistently about 2 de- geometry of the sample, the same capacitance can
grees above the ones obtained without blocking be calculated to be equal to Cs Å 5.141r pF, giving
electrodes. an approximate value of 2.37 for the relative di-

electric constant. A similar argument can be made
for the TSP experiment. The polarization field isESTIMATE OF THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
now applied at low temperature, and the charged
Q * is now distributed on the sample and blockingFor the TSD experiments with blocking elec-

trodes, the electric polarization field is applied at capacitors according to
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relaxation model. The model uses a simple ap-
Vp Å Q *S 1

C
/ 1

Cs
D , (9) proximation of the WLF relaxation time for tem-

peratures in the vicinity of the glass transition.
The presence of blocking electrodes modifies the

where again C is the equivalent capacitance of shape of the conduction current and is responsible
the blocking electrodes. As the temperature in- for the extra relaxation peak. This peak is pro-
creases at constant rate b , the charge on the sam- duced by the redistribution of the charges among
ple capacitance is discharged due to the smaller the sample capacitance and the blocking elec-
value of the relaxation time of the Rs 0 Cs system, trodes capacitance. The shape of this peak is cal-
whereas the voltage difference must be compen- culated and, together with a model that easily
sated by an extra charge on the capacitance of the describes the glass relaxation peak, experimental
blocking electrodes. When the discharged process data are reproduced with high accuracy. For the
of the sample capacitor is completed at high tem- description of the glass relaxation peak, a useful
perature and, consequently, the recorded current phenomenological model is used. Furthermore,
is 0, the charge on the blocking electrodes is again using the redistribution of charges on the capaci-
equal to the value Q0 previously calculated. Equa- tance present in the system, the relative dielectric
tion (8) also applies for this situation, and the constant for the poly(DTH succinate) sample is
value for Cs can again be calculated using the total estimated and found to be of the order of 2.4 for
charge measured under the high temperature re- an estimated temperature of about 310 K.
laxation peaks. The value obtained for Qs is, for
the TSP experiment, equal to 1.041 1009C, which This study was supported in part by a grant from the
gives the value for Cs of 12.9 pF and 2.50 for the University Simón BolıB var and the resources of the Insti-
relative dielectric constant of the sample. Both tuto de Ingenieria. We would also like to thank all of

our colleagues who, in one way or another, helped tovalues obtained for the relative dielectric constant
shape the ideas with their discussion and encourage-of poly(DTH succinate) are within 5% of each
ment. Also, we are greatly indebted to Dr. Joachimother and can be considered to be the same within
Kohn and the New Jersey Center of Biomaterials andour experimental errors. The value of 1r of about
Medical Devices for providing us with the polymeric2.44 corresponds to a temperature just below the
samples used in this work.glass transition temperature, where the charge
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